
To: Burst Group
From: Sam Finn
Date: 10/18/01
Re: Burst Group Telecon Minutes

1. In attendance (by institution):

a. CIT: Blackburn, Marka, Weinstein, Zweizig

b. GSFC: Baker, Centrella, Norris

c. LHO: Raab, Savage, Schofield, Sigg

d. LSU: Daw

e. MIT: Katsavounidis, Reginbau, Shoemaker, Sylvestre

f. PSU: Finn, Summerscales

g. Oregon: Ito, Leonor, Rahkola, Schofield

h. Syracuse: Saulson

i. UMich: Gustafson

j. UTB: Anderson

2. Update MDC (Sam)

a. Components of MDC: DSOs in pipeline, DMT

 i. Didn�t get as far as hoped. Installed, running all basic monitors. Set-up
testing of mit installation. Created white noise with glitches (gaussian
times sinusoid) and ran through glitchmon and verified glitchmon
functionality. Had hoped would have pipeline actually launched by
segments and ldas jobs and produced by segment generator in dmt. Not
able to be tested (ran out of time).

b. DSOs

 i. Power Statistic (Erik): Band selection is a goal. Not implemented yet.
Code tries to do its own whitening. Normalizes data stream so that rms
is unity. (Authorship: Eanna wrote code, LALwrapper written by Patrick
with some help from Warren and Erik.) Assume that narrow resonances
are notched out by, e.g., datacondAPI. Problem of excess noise,
dynamically changes resonant features.

 ii. Tfcluster (Julien): Starts from time-frequency representation of data.
Threshold on pixels. Second threshold looking for cluster of things above
threshold. Finally, a threshold on integrated power in clusters. Sensitive
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mostly to long signals - a few 10s to 100s of cycles or longer. Looking at
wavelets instead of Fourier transforms. For MDC used 1/16th s time bins,
no window and no overlap. Window and overlap are intended to be
added. Problem with overlap is pixels are correlated. How is cluster
identified: first, just a set of connected pixels (above threshold). More
elaborate looks for group of small clusters.

 iii. Ed�s slope detector: Still very preliminary set of slopes. For MDC made a
very simple measurement of slope of data over some number of bins in
arbitrary channel. Linear filter through data measures slopes. Then peak
search looking for maxima of predetermined width. Looking to
implement the Orsay group searches. Have student looking at
comparisons of the different kinds of slope detector measurements.
Looking to have all working by E6. Orsay group claimed that one
combination was optimal: Ed want�s to follow and confirm their analysis,
and extend it beyond Z-M catalog. Not necessarily representative. Orsay
did not compare with simpler time domain filtering mechanisms than
matched filtering.

 iv. Should we fold the algorithms together into a single dso? Advantages,
disadvantages.

c. External triggers (Marka): tested e-mail warning reception for, e.g. bacodine,
snews, also tcp/ip pipeline reception for, e.g., ALLEGRO. Ran into a limit in the
number of database table entries per row; however, this is not a practical limit.

3. Scheduling fall meetings: every other week, 3:30 � 4:30 PM ELT (Eastern Local Time),
beginning this meeting.

4. Simulation work plan (Weinstein)

a. Issue is whether full pipeline is available. After MDC have three working DSOs.
Have been able to run two, but not three � but failure of third (slope) was
related to there already being that entry in the database, so not really failure.
Also, tfcluster sometimes doesn�t produce output that lets you know it functions.

b. Need certain tools for collecting and summarizing in an automated way ldas run
results. Also script to submit jobs. Also Daniel�s tools for identifying and analyzing
clusters and coincidences. Need more diagnostics (e.g., on mean, variance of
data) to decide whether data is of quality to be analyzed. We need better
triggers and vetos, and ability to make use of those.

c. Weinstein will incorporate comments made and circulate to larger group pipeline
test plan for comment.

5. PEM Deep Mine

a. Deep mine of some selected engineering data. David and John have been
tasked. They have begun discussion between themselves, but not taken it
outside to Gaby and other groups. One idea is to sit at, e.g., Livingston and
pound on the data. There are Sept. 11 problems with people traveling. There is
also a possible conflict with another engineering run before the
engineering/science run. Possibly do deep mine before or after this engineering
run. Some things needed. Send pointers on vnc to John, Kent to enable remote
participants.

6. Weekend Workshop on Scientific Interpretation



a. Issue: we began a discussion at LSC meeting of how to make connection
between analysis and science. Good discussion, but needs to go further. Proposal
is a weekend meeting this fall: two possible dates 16-18 November, 7-9
December.

b. Saulson will message group to try to move this forward.

7. Work on strengthening labor pool for event tool

a. Progress on this front. Daniel, Sam, and Peter will get together to talk more.

8. MDC Report: in Joe Romano�s hands. DSO authors are requested to message Weinstein
with additional information on state of monitors.


